
Editorial

Two of a Kind: Multiple Discovery AKA Simultaneous Invention is
the Rule

Abstract: Multiple discovery also known as simultaneous invention is the hypothesis that most scientific discoveries and
inventions are made independently and more or less simultaneously by multiple scientists and inventors. Great minds
think alike.

In contrast to the “heroic theory” of invention and
discovery, “(t)he concept of multiple discovery (also

known as simultaneous invention) is the hypothesis
that most scientific discoveries and inventions are made
independently and more or less simultaneously by
multiple scientists and inventors.1

In support of this hypothesis is the fact that at
Arthroscopy, we frequently receive unexpected and
innovative submissions in pairs. At times, with a
combination of luck and some planning, we are able
to couple such submissions and publish “two of a
kind,” which refers to publication of two (and some-
times more) articles that are topically related in the
same issue of the journal. We were most pleased to do
so this May, when we published “Injections for Knee
Osteoarthritis: Corticosteroids, Viscosupplementation,
Platelet-Rich Plasma, and Autologous Stem Cells” by
Levy, Petersen, Vaught, Christian, and Cole,2

concomitant with “Biological Treatment for Osteoar-
thritis of the Knee: Moving from Bench to
BedsidedCurrent Practical Concepts” by Chahla and
Mandelbaum.3 Notably, both of these articles sum-
marizing the very latest information on injection
therapy for knee osteoarthritis (including authors
preferred techniques) are among the 5 “Most Read”
articles cited on the journal web site at the time of this
writing.4

Turning our focus to the current issue, as a sommelier
proudly pairs quality wines to match flavorsome culi-
nary courses,5 we are pleased to present a fine pair of
articles as well a couple of heated letters.
In this issue, readers will note 2 Level V expert

opinion articles, “The Role of Blood Flow Restriction

Therapy Following Knee Surgery: Expert Opinion”
by DePhillipo, Kennedy, Aman, Bernhardson,
O’Brien, and LaPrade,6 and “Personalized Blood Flow
Restriction Therapy: How, When and Where Can it
Accelerate Rehabilitation After Surgery?” by Day.7

We editors, not being overly familiar with blood
flow restriction, found the articles to be comple-
mentary and informative, and we imagine that
readers will find the opinion of our experts to be
most edifying.
Of note, senior author Robert LaPrade is an excep-

tionally productive contributing author to our journal,
having published 37 articles in Arthroscopy since 2016.
Brian Day, a Past President of AANA and an Arthros-
copy Associate Editor Emeritus, has been making an
enormous impact on health care access and de-
livery,8,9 and was actually making an appearance
before the Supreme Court of Canada at the time he
was drafting his article (Brian Day, personal commu-
nication, April 2018).
Among the surfeit of Letters to the Editor (which we

love), readers will find a heated pair of responses to
Andy Williams’ profound Editorial Commentary “The
Anterolateral Ligament: The Emperor’s New
Clothes?”10 On reading the letters “Anterolateral Liga-
ment: Let’s Stick to the Facts!” by Sonnery-Cottet
et al.11 and “Response to ‘Editorial Commentary: The
Anterolateral Ligament: The Emperor’s New Clothes?’”
by Ferretti and Monaco,12 one might think Williams
was more profane than profound! In the our opinion,
this was not the case. Taken in sum, the two letters and
the well-considered response by Williams13 make for
most educational reading. The passionate presentation
of contrary viewpoints, all eloquent and supported by
data and experience, provides depth and perspective as
we pursue scientific truth.
Often, weighty scientific thoughts occur simulta-

neously. Great minds think alike!
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